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ABOUT US

Kunal Exim is a trader and Exporter of all kind of fasteners such as nuts, bolts, screws,

washers, stud etc. In Stainless Steel (202, 304, 316 Grade), Mild Steel (4.6, 5.6 Grade)

and HT (8.8, 10.9, 12.9). We also customize fasteners according to customer

requirement. Our goal is to create a one stop solution for fasteners for all type of

consumers.

The company is built with a strong foundation centered on honesty, integrity and most

importantly on strong belief in customer’s satisfaction.

We entertain all types of original equipment manufacturer (OEM) with good Quality of

product and service. Our service delivery will assure you that never will have to keep a

stock of fasteners in your company.

VISION

To become a global leader in fasteners Supplier. For us, being the leader does not mean

being only the largest but being the best in terms of customer service, employee talent,

and consistent and predictable growth.

MISSION

} On time delivery, Compatitive price & Customer Satisfaction.

} Continuous improvement in production, Quality Control & Service that exceeds

customer requirements.

} To provide utmost job satisfaction and fair remuneration to employees and all the

stakeholders.
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ORGANIZATIONAL FOCUS

Our main focus is to develop & service to OEM's or

direct user's. For that, We have developed a specialize people

Who take care of need of the clients, help them to provide a

proper solution to their requirement. Our technical staff is highly

trained to cater corporate requirement with ease of service.

Our focus is to establish ourselves as India’s best fastener supplier. Our all the affects are planed to

achieve our organization goals. As a part of improvements, We always welcome suggestions &

guidance from our client as well.

OUR PLEDGE TO OUR CUSTOMERS

} }Customer Satisfaction. Ahigh Quality and uniform product.

} }Reliable Service. Well defined quality system.

} Meeting technical requirement and delivery schedule of customer.

} Minimization of in-house rejection.

} Continuous updating the inspection and testing capabilities.

WE OFFER

Our Product range includes various kinds of stainless steel fasteners turned and machined

components. We can supply stainless steel Fasteners Hexagon Bolt, Hexagon Nut, Lock Nut, Sq.

Nuts, Nyloc Nuts, Socket Head, CSK, Machine Screw, Self Tapping Wood Screw, Rivets, Stud

pins, T-Bolt, Hole Bolt, Thread Bar, Washers, J-bolt, U-bolt, L-bolt and customized fasteners for

industries.

We have hot deep galvanize, zinc plating, alkaline zinc plating and zinc alloy plating with both

trivalent and hexavalent passivation like trivalent yellow, trivalent irrideceant, trivalent blue,

trivalent black and silver, hexavalent yellow, hexavalent green and hexavalent black and blue.



SERVICE

Being a supplier of OEM's, we understand the significance of service along with the quality of

product. We always take care about the proper requirement of our end users, we always spend

some initial time to understand the actual requirement of valuable customer, so that we can

fulfilled their requirement with 100% of satisfaction. We assure that customer have a prompt

answer for inquiry and valuable suggestions.

Benefits for your company / Firm, If you deal with “Kunal Exim (304/316) & Kunal Exim (202)”

Ê You can gain from our experience more than 8 years in this field.

Ê Assurance of Quality products.

Ê Availability offers reports.

Ê After Sales Service.

Ê Surety of good service and fair dealing.

Ê Cost saving, related benefits.

Ê Inventory control methods are applied.

Ê Technical advice & assistance in development of products.

Ê Prompt reply to query.



ABOUT STAINLESS STEEL

Fasteners are manufactured in a wide range of materials from common steel to titanium, plastic

and other exotic materials. Many materials are further separated into different grades to

describe specific alloy mixtures, hardening processes, etc. In addition, some materials are

available with a variety of coatings or platings to enhance the corrosion resistance or alter the

appearance of the fastener. Fastener material can be important when choosing a fastener due

to differences between materials in strength, brittleness, corrosion resistance, galvanic

corrosion properties and, of course, cost.

We are generally supply fasteners in all the kind of different grades for stainless steel

Ê 202- Austenitic alloys, like 304, these alloys are not comparable to 304 in terms of

durability and resistance to corrosion.

Ê 304- Generally referred as 18-8 containing approximately 18% chromium and 8% nickel.

This is the most common stainless designation for hardware.

Ê 316- A highly corrosion resistant grade of stainless steel. Ideal in salt water and chlorine

environments. More expensive that 18-8.
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